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ppportunities and Challenges in the Implementation of Plurality -
Majonty @strict) Electoral System for the Indonesian

Presidential System

Abstract

presidential government system has its own disadvantages, one of them is the possibility a

minority president presence in this systern, namsly a president who is not supported by a

parliamentary majority, even though the President has a shong mandate from public, but

with a minority position, the government's agenda which carried out by the president could

be hampoed by parliament or the legislature, therefore it is needed a coalition government.

The combination of a presidential system with a multi-party system is diflicult to implement

because whoever the president is elected will be encountered with a certain condition that it

is inpossible to support him in parliameut without forming a coalition. In order to respond

the problem in strengthening the presidential system in Indonesia, the author offers a

majority general election system or district system (hrst Past the Post) as an effort to create

an effective and responsible government. This is a legal study which used two approaches,

namely statutory approach and conceptual approach. Based on the results ofstudy, it can be

concluded that the majorify system was more appropriate for creating an effective and

responsible govemment because it could encourage the simplification of political parties and

the responsibilities of people's re,preeotativ€s to the voters in each

Keywords: Election; District; Presidential Systern

Introduction

The regulation of general elections in Indonesia is dynamic, there were changes

towards the implernenting rule prio tk general election. This airns to improve the qualify in

the implementation of democracy. However, there were problems related to the process and

results of the general election, including: First, a democratic system that glorifies people's

sovereignty does not always generate people's represertatives who act in accordmce with

people's aspirations. Second, govemance tends to be unstable and more preoccupied with

power agendas. Thir{ the execution of democracy is not directly proportional to the

improvement of people's welfare. The system and the irrnflementation of general election are

the main mechanisms of democracy, so it is reasonable if the general election as an aspect

Comrncntrd [All: The topic/issue discussed is interesting
enough to be published

Comm.ot d [A2l: abstract in brief



that needs to be evaluated gradually and continuously. lGeneral elections should not only be

a periodic rirual and formality event for certain authority to ruling continuously while the

people who should be sovereign are only as audiences.2 Elections are an integral part of

democracies and key component of democracy. Elections allow citizens to choose their

leaders.3 Elections are designed to select by whom, and how, citizens are governed and so

facilitate smooth transitions between leaders.a Legitimacy of a democracy depends on those

on who lose elections accepting the legitimacy of the result.s Holding an electior that is

considered free and fair requires addressing a number offactors.6

Legislative electoral systems can be classified into three main families - majoritarian,

proportional, and mixed - based on their electoral formula.T A general argument in the

literature on electoral systems is that compared to majoritarian systems, proportional

represantation systems benefit unde.rreprese,nted groups.E Since the first general election was

held in 1955 until 2019 in Indonesia, it has used a proportional general eletion syston with

various variants of system. The proportional system is still considered the most suitable for

Indonesian conditions, although in practice this system also raises several unresolved

problems. These problems are related to the quality and accountability of legislative

members. Generally, it can be understood that a proportional system combined with a

multiparty system will result in a minsfily parfy in parliament. The distribution of the seats'

number in parliament cause diffrculties for a majority power to support policies of the

elected President. e

t Janedri M. Ciaffar,Politik Htihm Penrrlz (Konpress 2012).[69].
2 Friu Edward Siregw, Menuju Poadilan Panilrr (Ihemis Publishing 2019).[2].
3 Sankar Mukhopadhyay, Elections have (health) consequences: Depression, anxiety, and the 2020

presidential election, Economics and Human Biology,
a Antoine Florian L' of in

African firms, Journal Comparative Economics,
s Gssidy

on trust in
5 Ridrard W. FranlT ' How

electoral integrity, Electoral
7 Nils-Christian Democratic

Electoral
8 Kostanca N. Laura B. Van

electoral systems and descriptive representation, Electoral Studies {2021) 73
e Moch. Nurhasim, Fisibililas Sl,ll.an Pqtilu Campuran: Upaya

Indota id (Lembag IImr Pengietahun Indooesia 2014).[150].
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Table

f,cneret Electbn Sysfem in Indonesh

(1955- 2019)ro

1955 I.IIU7lt953 Multi party 29 political
parties

Proportional System

197t UU 1511969 Multi party l0 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

w 4fi975 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1977

1982 I.ru 2/1980 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1987 UU lil985 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1992 UU l/1985 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1997 UU l/1985 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

48 political Proportional system Deleted: mt999 uu 3/1999 Irfulti party
parties with list system

24 political Open proportional Deleted: m20u w t2t2003 lvlulti party
parties system
38 political Open proportional Deleted: mhrlrrlti party
parties system DGlGtcd dan

tru
34d
4U2N8

l0/2008
I.ru

2009

l2 political Open proportional Delacd: m2014 UU 8/2012 dan
uu r51201l

l4u!ryery_
parties system
l6 political Open proportional Delcte* m2019 w7/20t7 L4l!1r4ry_
parties & 4
Jocal parties

system

Delac& Parpol lokal

All this time, the implementation of proportional system in general elections in

Indonesia is considered has several advantages related to a high level ofrepresentation, no

votes are wasted in the implernentation of vote counting, and provide opporfunities for all

groups ofsociety, especially the minority groups to send thefu representatives in parliament.

The idea of implementing a majority (distict) election system in q/hich *the winner

takes all" is theoretically believed to the forrration of

r0 Mohammad Spiful Aris, 'Penataan Sistem Pemilihan Umum Yang Berkeadilan Untuk Penguatan
Sistem Presidensiil Di Indonesia' (2018) 33 Yuridika Fakultas Hukum Universitas Airlansga.

Deletod: could

Commcntcd

Category Legrl Basis Party Number of
Politicel
Pnrties

Electoral System
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system has a chance to increase the accountability of elected representatives. On the other

side, it is worried if the majoritarian/plurality (district) system is implemented in Indonesia,

it has potential to reduce the level ofrepresentation ofcommunity groups because conditions

in Indonesia are highly heterogeneous, especially the representation of minority groups.

The presidential system in Indonesia is related to the condition of party sptem that

adheres to a multi-party system which tends to encourage problems in government

administration. The problun related to the relationship between presidential governmetrt

systems and multi-party systems, some scientists consider that the two concepts betweeu

presidential systems are not compatible with multi-party systems becarse their natures are

conhadictory. Juan Linz presumed that the parliamentary system of government is more

stable than the presidential system of government in terms of parliamentary support for the

executive: "Indeed, the vast majority of the stable democracies in the world today are

parliamentary regimes, where executive power is generated by legislative majorities and

depends on such majorities for

In general, the concept of a presidential government system has contradic'tion issue if it

is to be juxtaposed with democracy, especially the position opposing each other between the

President as the head of executive and the parliament or legislature. This conflicting position

causes difliculties in establishing a democratic system in their relations. Mainwaring &

Shugart explained the potential competence between the executive and the legislature

because each of them believe that they have a claim to legitimacy that comes directly from

people. It will arise serious problems when both are legitimate as people's representative

institrrrtiors have different policies and could not be reconciled: "In presidential systems, the

president and assembly have cornpeting clairns to legitimacy. Both powers are popularly

elected, and the origin and survival of each is independent from those the president pursues,

a dramatic conflict between the assembly and the executive can

Regarding the multi-party systenL the presidential government system has

disadvantage, namely the possibility of emergence a minority president, namely a president

who is not supported by a parliamentary majority, even though the President has a strong

mandate from the people, but with a minority position, the govemment's agenda carried out

by the president can be hampered by the parliament or the legislature so that a governing

coalition is needed. Jose Antonio Cheibub explained the difficulty of combining a

It JuanJ. Una 'The Perils of Presidentialism'
12 Scott Mainwaring Sugart.,

Apprasial' ( I 993) 200.[2].
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presidential system with a multi-party system in terms of obstacles to building coalitions. In

order to ensure the stability of the presidential system, it is necessary to obtain a majority

vote in parliament for the political parties supporting the President. It is proved that political

competition under the party system is impossible and the President-elect was forced to form

a coalition.r3 Based on this explanation, it is important to note that the combination of a

presidential government system with a multi-party system is diffrcult to implement because

vrhoever the president is elected will encounter with certain condition, in which it is

impossible to have a majority support in parliament without coalition.

Strengthening the Indonesian Presidential System

The party system in a presidential sptem is an intaesting issue because the members

of legislature and president are directly elected by people. If majority of legislature members

determine political options which contrary with president, the presidential system is often

trapped in a divided government between the legislative and executive powers.ta The

president also needs a coalition ifthe party which supporting the president is not the majority

party in the representative institution. This effort is needed for president to obtain support

from the majority of legislature. r5

The desire to strengthen the presidential sptem is reflected in the amendment to the

Political Party Law. The General Elucidation of Law Number 2 of 20ll concerning

Amendments to Law Number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties emphasizes, to

strengthen and create an effective presidential s)rstem, therc are at least four things that need

to be carried out, namely: first, to condition the formation of a simple multiparty system,

second, encourage the creation of democratic and accountable party institutionalization,

third, condition the formation of democratic and accountable party leadership, and fourth

encourage strengthening the base and structure of parties at the community level. The idea

to encourage a sirnple multi-party sptem by conducting changes in the rules of political

parties have not been fully realized because there are still many new parties standing up

r3 Jose Antonio Cheihnrb, Prqidqtial, Pailiamqtarism and Democray (Cambridge University hess
2007).t8-el.

ra Mustafa Iltfi and M Iwan Satriawan, Risalah Hukum Partai Politik Di Infunesia (UB Preds
2016\.147).

rr Khairul Eahmi, Pemilihan Utrum Dalan Transisi Demokrai: Kompilasi Catatan Atas Dinamika
Pemilu Dan PilladaDi Era Reformci (F.ajawali Pers 201O.[t].

I



before the general election and there is a possibility for tlese new parties to contest and get

seats in parliament.

During this time, simplification in political parties which has not been irrylemented

using changes in the general election system" the proportional general election system in

theory tends to etrcourage the emergence of multi parties because the choice ofthe general

election system is closely related to the development of political parties in a country, as

mentioned by Arend Lijphart:

fumocracies has shown that the electoral ,s

to of a counlry's parly system. that ase

the plwality method of deaion arc likely to hwe two-parly qutems,
govemments, and qecutives thst are dortnant in relation to theh

Submission of Presidential Candidates and Vice-Presidential Candidates are only

possible conducted by a party or a combination of parties. Moreover, in the Law that

regulates issue related to election of the President and Vice hesident, in nationally a

minimum limit is set for the acquisition of seats in the DPR to nominate a Presidential

Candidate and a Vice Presidential Candidate. In addition, parties are considered as political

machines that can provide ln xxelilizing support so that every Presidential Candidates and

Vice-Presidential Candidates believe that support from party coalitions are needed not only

to win the presidential and vice presidential election rounds, but also in &e administration of

government. However, behind the simplicity of building coalitions, there is also the potential

for disunity and coalition change by the movement of parties from one pole of the coalition

parties to another. The distribution of votes is relative equal in a multi-party system causes

the effectiveness of the number of parties increase with a relatively shong autonomy, so that

the movement of one party can change the coalition map.

Does this affect to the strengthening of the presidential system in Indonesia? The

stabilify of government in a presidential system can be observed from two perspectives,

namely the stability of the term of office and the stability of the policy. Observing the

structuring of the Government system after the amendment to the 1945 Constitution, in

several wala trying to carry out presidential purification through the direct election of tre

President and Vice President, as well as a permanent term ofoffrce, except in the event of

irnpeachment due to violation of the law as regulated in Article 7A of the 1945 Constitution

This has implications on the level of independence of the President in dealing with the DPR.

t6 Arend Lijphart, 'Cmstituiional Choices For
1.
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Based on this, reviewed from the stability of the term of offrce, constitutionally it is shows

that the stability of the Government is much more stable, than before the amendment to the

1945 Constitution, without being affected by any type of party system. t7

The stability of government is different when observed from policy stabilify

perspective, because after the amendment of the 1945 Constitution Article 20A paragraph (l)

the DPR has a legislative functiorl a budget functiorL and a supervisory firnction that can

have an impact on the implementation of executive power by the President. Based on the

functions mentioned in paragraph (2), the DPR has the right of interpellation, the right of

inquiry, and the right to express an opinion. 18

Provisions in the Constitution as well as in laws that require the approval or

consideration from the DPR, concerning the execution of authority by the hesident. Such as

legislative power as refered to in Article 20 paragraph (2) which requires joint discussion of

each draft law for mutual approval. Then. Article 22, concerning matt€rs of comnelfinp

urgency, gives the President the right to stipulate a Government Regulation in Lieu of Law

which in paragaph (2) requires the approval of the DPR at the next trial. Other things that

require DPR approval are declarations of war, making peace, and agreements with other

countries as regulated in Article I I of the 1945 Constitution. In addition, various Laws for

Filling Sfategic Positions require DPR approval such as filling in the position of Governor

of Bank Indonesia, appointment of Head of State Indonesian National Police, appointment of

TNI Cornmander and several other positions. In addition, there are several powers of the

President that ned to consider the DPR, such as the matter of appointing ambassadors as

regulated in Article l3 of the 1945 Constitution.re

The implementation of government is based on various laws and regulations which

stipulate that laws are made with the mutual consent of the DPR and the President (Article

20 paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution). The series of constructions in the nattern f
authority relations between the DPR and the President after the amendment to the 1945

Constirution shows that the stability of Government, especially policy stability 1$

by harmonious relationship between the DPR and the President, which is built from a

congeniality ofdesire between both. It is unavoidable that in order to achieve congeniality of

17 Mohammad Spifirl Aris, Panilu Dan Sistan Praidensiil Indonqia: Konselt Dan Desain Pemilihan
Umum Alt*natif Untuk P@Euatan Sistent Prqidensrrl (Setara Pers 2022).1481.

t. ibid.
te ibid.[4u491.
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desire between the President and the DPR in the midst of a multi-party system, a coalition

becomes a necessity for a President to gain support from the DPR to expedite various

Government policies. If this coalition fails, the Government has the potential to become

deadlocked and has a high risk of disrupting the stability of the Government, especially

policy stability.20

Opportunities for Using a Non-Proportional System in Legislative Elections

According to Harun Huseiq the general election needs to pay attention on five

missions of the general election, namely first, to increase the degree of representation

(proportiouality); secondly strengthening representative institutions while realizing a simple

multiparty system, third strengthening the presidential system, fourth increasing political

participation, fifth increasing womeo's representation.2l So far, the relationship between the

people's representatives and people they represent can be said to be a pseudo-relationship

because it is only carried out at the time ofthe general election. So, it is undeniable to say

that before being elected as a member of the council, candidates for legislative members

actively visit the commuuity. After being elected to the council, most of those who came

were public.22 To realize a qualifred ganeral elections, namely elections that are more

democratic, honest and fair, which can generate people's representatives who are willing to

work har4 by prioritizing the interests of people over personal and grorp interests, it is not

enough just to improve the functions of planning, implemeoting, supervision and evaluation

as well as improving the professionalism and quality of general election organizsl5, but must

improve the general election s)xste,m, so as to provide opportunities for the public to use their

right to vote directly, publicly, freely and confrdentially.23

Broadly speaking, the general election system is divided into two systems, namely the

proportional system and the plurality-majority (district) system. The proportional system is

often also called the multi-member constituency system, while the district system is called

the single-member constituency slntem. In a plurality-majority system (district), one small

area (election district) elects one representative based on plurality. Whereas in a proportional

system, one large region elects several representatives whose number is determined based on

20 Firdaus, Constitutional Enginwing ff ramaWidya 2015).[389-391].
2r Harun Husein, Panrilu Indonesia: Faha, .AngJca, Analisb Dan Studi Banding @erludem 2014).[408].
22 lxcky Sandra Armlia, Evaluosi Penilu legislatif 2014: Analisis, Proses Dan Hasil @ustaka Pelajar

2016).I l].a Rozali Abdullab, Mewujuilkan Panilu Yang Bqkualitas @enilu Legislotfl @ajawali Pers
2009).[l47].



consideration of the population. Between both of these systems there is a mixed general

election system that combines the proportional systan and the majority syst€m (disti$.

This system also allows to be used as an alternative to the general election system in

lndonesia.

This majoritarian formula in lndonesia is known as the district system. Some of the

terms commonly used to describe this system are the plurality-majority system, single-

member constituency, the first past the post. It is called as a plurality-majority system

because a plurality-majority formula is usually used to determine the winner in this sptem.

It is called a single-member constituency because each district only has one reproentative in

the people's representative institution. While others are called it as the first past the post

because the candidate who has the most votes is entitled to represent his area or district in a

people's representative. 2a

Two main characteristics distinguish the plurality-majority (distict) system from other

systans; First, in a plurality-majority sptem, elections are directly linked to the existence of

an electoral district. These electoral districts are known as "districts" although the separation

of a district is not alwala based on the separation of administative areas. An electoral

district is an area whose borders are drawn in such a way that in accordance with genoal

election, one of the conditions that must be fulfill is the number of voters who domicile is

proportional to the number in other districts. Therefore, it is often found that an electoral

district includes one or more administrative districts. In general, it is also not a problem if
parts of the same administrative area are combined with other administrative regions into one

dishict. The second main feature is the main focus of elections in a plurality-majority sptem

is not political organizations, but individuals who represent or are nominated by that

organization in a district. Person who may be nominated by parties in a district are

politicians who are domiciled in that district. In other words, party members who are not

domiciled in the district may not rep,resent the people in that district. 25

The plurality-majority (dishict) slntem requires a relatively familiar situation between

the voters and their elected representatives. In fact, voters often know not only their choices

2a Muhammd Asfrr, 'Dstik Prefensial: Alternatif Sist€m Pemilu Di Masa Depan' @m3)Jumal PSP(
Penguatan Kendali Rakft i.[40]. Ix Nazamddin Slamsuddin, 'sistemSistem Pemilihan Umum Suaru Himpunan Pemikiran: Makna
Sistem Distrik Dan Penrakilan'. h Abdul Bari Azed (ed), 'Sistem-Sistem Pemilihar UEum: Suatu Hiryunan
Pemikiran' (Fakultas Hukum Unirrnitas Indonesia 2000).[a8].

Het€d:5



but also their families. The existence of close ties between voters and the people they choose

makes it easier for the people to express their aspirations and dernand accountability from

their representatives in the futwe. In addition, by knowing the candidate they choose, the

mass ofvoters can directly determine the quality and integrity ofthe candidate they choose.

ln the district systerl it is diflicult for political organizations to hide the condition oftheir

candidates from people, because voters will choose a candidate that they believe is good and

trustworthy.

The implementation of the plurality-majority (district) system can be carried out

properly. According to Nazaruddin Syamsudin, it is needed a community condition that

allows the operation of system. This condition is related to people who have reached a

certain stage of maturity. The level of maturity in this community can be determined by

using two measurements. First, the level of rationality, determines the people's ability to

determine choices against candidates who compete with each other to get votes in their

district. With a high level of rationality, the public can choose among the party programs

offered by each candidate. Secon{ the level of political aw,Ireness. Voters who have a high

level of political awareness will be able to choose ideological bond from the program

proposed to them. In other words, candidates are chosen not because has similar ideology but

because of the progams they offer, also with high political awareness the public can judge

the behavior of the party represented by a candidate. Despite these conditions, the

operationalization of the plurality-majority (dishict) system is highly dependent on the

political life of the community, which is similar with other electoral systems, the

implementation of the district slntem is also very dependent on how democracy is

implanented. 26In general, democracy places people in a high priority in the state

administration system, although at the level of implementation there are differences in its

execution.2T

One of the weaknesses that lrrlL: alwap been debated in the pluralify-majority

(dishict) sptem is a lack of attention to the balance of representation based or category.

Since there is an assumption that the priority in the district system is that after being elected

and sitting in a representative institution, the members of the elected party have become

"people's representatives" not representatives of a group or party anynore. This is indeed

one of the factors that often called by experts to as the advantages ofthe proportional syatem

26 Nazaruddin Syamsrddin (n 19).[49].
27 Mohammad Spiful Aris, Hukum Pemilu: Filosofi Dan Prinsip Panilihan Ilmam Dalam UW NN

.1945 (Setara Pers 202 1).[3].
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over the district systern. However, this assurytion actually reflects the neglect of the

meaning of representation, which comes from the difference in point of view, namely

between qualitative and guantitative points of view. Theoretically, the quantitative point of

view always emphasizes the number of votes or representatives obtained. This point of view

can be related to the vision of the political elite which tends to focus on the "balance" or

more precisely the "gain" of political power in elections. This view is based on the presence

ofunrepresented or "lost" votes in the district systeq because party candidates do not get

seats in representative institutions. 28

On the other aspect, a qualitative point ofview looks at the problem from a non-elite

point of view, the emphasis is not on who gets the seats and not on the number of votes that

are wasted because they are not counted. What is important to the voting community is not

the grorry of candidates competing for votes, but what the candidates and their parties do

after taking control ofthe seats in the representative institutions. This quality is known by

the voters, because they "know" the candidates in their district. Theoretically, it can be said

that voters will choose candidates they know, both in terru ofthe ability to represent them

and the morality of the candidates, in other words, only candidates who are willing and able

to convey the aspirations of the people who will get the attention of the voters. Qualitative

understanding relies more on the meaning of representation. This understanding does not

focus on who the people's representatives are but more importantly what the quality of their

representatives is. People's representatives who are apparently unable to convey the

aspirations of the voters, or break the promises they have made during the campaign, will be

punished by the voting community in the next general election. Thus, in a plurality-majority

(district) system, candidates cannot arbitrarily sell promises, because their reputation will be

at stake in the next election. D

One thing that almost forgotten is the implementation of the plurality-majority

(dishict) system can actually boost the appearance ofrepresentative institutions which have

had a negative image in society because this systan has the potential to increase the role of

the legislature in the state administration system. There are at least 2 (two) factors driving

the improvement of the quality of parliamentarians with this systern- Fint, the district sptem

tends to tighten the selection ofpeople's representatives because the quality ofthe candidates

28 ibid.liol.
D ibid.lst|.



will determine whether or not the public will be elected This tight selection causes

competition axong representatives from the same district to be fierce. For legislators, the

capital needed to pass the selection process is how they appear in the representative

institutions after the general election is over. lndividually, each member of the institution

must prove themselves that they deserve to be elected in the previous election. Then they

also need to convince the electorate that they still deserve to be re-elected. Because, it is only

the best representatives who have the potential to be elected in the next election. If the

district of a political party perceives that it does not have qualified candidates, then the

political party will try to recruit new candidates who are better than the prwious

candidates.30

Second, the plurality-majority (districQ system implies that people's representatives

must be accountable to the electorate in their electoral disUict. Therefore, they will alwap

feel that they are constantly being noticed by their electorate, so they must do more for their

district. Due to a feeling of continuously noticed by people, the representative institutions

will also be more accountable to the people. Thus indirectly, the people's representative

council will be more functional, so their role in the government system and society will have

more impact.3r

The plurality-majority (district) system still demands the active role of political parties

as other systems. In this system, political parties still have a high and decisive role towards

the performance of their candidates in the electoral districts. This role is delivered through

party programs and the determination of candidates for each dishict. Political parties as

program organizer that will be struggled in the general election and their programs must be

able to attract voters in each district. Legislative candidates must follow the programs

arranged by political parties. Legislative candidates who violate political paxty prcgram

policies may be subject to sanctions related to the deterrrination of candidates to be placed

by parties in a district.32

Even though in a plurality-majority system, individual characteristics could appear

with steadily in the district, the influence of political parties on the candidates remains high,

but this does not mean that parties can determine the fate of their representatives sitting in

representative institutions at will. Political parties must respect the ties that exist between

their members and the electorate in their respective districts. It is important that members

n ibid.{5t-521.
3t ibid.ls2l.
32 Nazaruddin Syamsuddin (n l9). Io AMul Bari Azed (ed) (n l9).



who are popular in their district are very valuable assets for political parties. In addition to

this, the application of a plurality-majority system also provides benefits to political

organizations. First, political parties can see in real the quality of competitors in a district. In

the district system, all candidates or representatives are generally fxed and cannot be moved,

because their electoral districts depend on their respective domiciles. Thus, who will

compete for seats and where, the competing parties will already know in advance so that

they can formulate strategies in advance.33

Second, the district slxstem can improve the quality ofpolitical organization. The one-

on-one competition that is known in the dishict, causes political parties to apply srict

selection of their candidates. Candidates who are assiped in each district must be superior

candidates, who are expected to be able to compete with other candidates. To face tough

competition, parties must show quality facton in their recruitment process. Positively, this

encourages the emergence of a cadre sptem within political parties to produce fuhre leader

caodidates.34

One of the challenges in implementing a plurality-majority system is unpreparedness

political party administrators to use this s)rstem, which caused by the general election

nadition that has developed so far. Our electoral tradition does not prepare political

organizations to anticipate changes in society. Furthermore, it has placed too much emphasis

on the role of"national" figures, which in general, these national figures are not come from

the source of supports in the regions. The process of cadre in political parties is important in

a majority plurality system because political parties must be able to create enough and

evenly distributed cadre of candidate leaders to preveot over-representation in certain areas

and under-representation in other places.3s

Some people presume that the plurality-majsrity (disfict) general election system

could disrupt pational stability because of the potential for conflict or even disinteSratiorf. ing

The author observes from another point ofview that the plurality-majority (district) system

will result in a close relationship between the people's representatives and their voters, on

the other hand it etrcourages a high sanse of responsibility for members of representative

institutions to the people. The close relationship between voters and the people they choose,

33 AMul Bari Azed (ed) (n l9).
t4 ibid.
35 ibid.[5il571.



allows early detection of problems that arise in voters, enabling them to try to discuss issues

responsibly as well. These actions could open the possibility for problem solving, so that it

does not appear as a threat to national stability.36

It is realized that there is no one perfect and truly representative general election

system, the proportional system is generally seen as more guaranteeing the existence of

small parties and ensuring that all votes are not wasted. The weakness is apoor relationship

between people and their representatives, because people do not know theur. This system

tends to shift the principle of people's sovereignty to become party sovereipty, the party

that determines the candidate and the party has the right to recall him at any time, members

of the DPR are more impressed as party representatives than people's representatives.3T On

the other hand, in a plurality-majoriry (district) systetrr, in general, there is a tendency to

favor big parties, because what prevails in the election is a simple majority where the one

who gets the most votes wins. So in this system there are people's voices that are lost and

wasted, but the strength ofthis systeno is that the relationship between the people and their

representatives becomes closer, because they directly choose who becomes the candidate and

the people continuously control their representatives to voice their aspirations. The party can

no longer arbitrarily recall its representative. So in terms of the ability to implement the

principle of people's sovereignty, the plurality-majority (district) spterr is clearly more

capable than the proportional system in realizing the will of the people. This system is also

more capable of creating an effective and accountable government because it will encourage

the simplification ofpolitical parties and the responsibility ofthe people's representatives to

the voters in each district. The argument that is always raised for the main rejectiou of why

the plurality-majority (district) system is not suitable for Indonesia is that the level of

education and political awareness of the community is still considered low. However, this

reason is not always true, as stated by Syed Ahmad Hussein, professor ofPolitical Science at

the Univenity Sains Malaysia as quoted by Yusril Ihza Mahendra that: "the level of

education and political awareness ofthe people does not have correlation with the electoral

system that has been

One of the missions from the general election is simplicity and not complicated.

Elections can be carried out by voters in geueral without diffrculty.3elhis plurality-majority

16 ibid.[s6].
37 Yusril lhza Mahendrg 'Sistem-Sistem Pemilihan Umum Suatu Hiryunan Pemikiran; Pemilu Sistem

Distrik: Pengalaman Malaysia'. In Abdul Bari Azed (n 19).[65].
38 Abdul Bari Azed (n 19).[66].
3e Pipit R. Kartawid.l ajpn Cataton ,4tas Panilu Lqislanf2O04 (Inside 2004). [S I ].
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(district) system is a simple sptem for voters because it only elects one candidate for

legislative member in each electoral district. However, based on regional jurisprudence and

resolutions of the United Nations General Assernbly, it is realized that no single electoral

system or method is one hundred percent suitable for all nations and peoples. The selected

system must provide wide opportunities for people to express their aspiration through

genuine and periodic general elections, which are carried out on the basis of fair suffrage and

ensure the secrecy of voting.e The choice of the electoral formula also depends on the

political arrangement that want to be achieved. If the legitirnacy of the people's

representatives is high and the accountability of the people's representatives to the

constituents becomes the desired arangement, then the majority election formula should be

used as long as the desired party systern is a sirnple pluralism party system. at

Indonesien Alternative Election System lhsign

Indonesia does not have stable election regulations. Both in terms of the electoral

system (electoral laws), as well as from the aspect of the electoral process. The general

election in the new order from 1977-1997 used a proportional general election sptem with a

variant of a binding candidate list, and political parties played a major role in determining

the names of candidates and elected candidates. The 1999 general election, which was a

post-New Order general electiorL used a proportional election systeur with a closed list

variant. Starting from the 2004 general election, the proportional election system was used

with an open list of candidates variants. a2

The presidential government sptem will be effective and stable if it is in combination

with the type of majority democracy, because this method could help the president to execute

his policies because it is supported by the majority party in parliament. The presidential

government systern will not be effective when combined with a proportional election system

with an opened list variant. a3

*p!y S. Goodwin4ill, 'Pemilu Jurdil: Dan Standar Internasional' The
Fondation I 999).[3+35].

'r Ramlan Swtakti, Paekavasoan Sr,sran Pemililnn Umum: Untuk Panbongunan Tata Politik
Darofrrat s (Ke,mitraan 2008).[23].

ar Agus Riwanto, Htiknn Panoi Polink Da Hufun Pqrilu D hdonaia (Thafa Media 2016).[3].
rr Agus Riwanlo, Dqain Siston Panqintahaa Anti Korupsi:Konsq Pancqdun Korupsi Politik
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The legislative general election system in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of

Indonesia is not regulated in detail as the election ofthe President and Vice President, thus it

is coryletely an open legal policy from the legislators. The author is of the view that the

proportional general election system so far has not been able to strengthen the presidential

systerr in Indonesia, so it is necessary to use a general election system that can encourage the

formation of a majority party in parliament, encouage simplification of the number of

political parties in Indonesia and increase the accountability ofpeople's representatives.

The Research Team for the General Election System from the Indonesian Institute of

Sciences (LIPD in 1998 stated that a district system that was refined and adapted to the

objective conditions of the Indonesian people rernained an ideal choice. Especially if the

general election is related to the geographical condition of Indonesia as an archipelagic

coutrtry, the requirement for empowennent the DPRA{PR and political accountability

disclosure, the requirement for qurty and the dwelopment deployment. Relating the

application of the district system" Titik Triwulan Tutik argued that. if the district system had

been implemented in the 1955 general election, it would most likely create a reliable

government that capable to governing effoctively and the fragmentation of political power in

the DPR would be reduced. a

Based on this reason, the author described the mechanism in implementing the

plurality-majority (districQ general election system in Indonesia using the apparatus or

elemerts of the general election system from Dieter Nohlen as quoted by Pipit R and M

Faishal. asThe element. of general election system that will be implemented consist of

main parts, namely: Distribution of electoral districts, tlpes of the contestant's uomination,

voting steps, counting steps and general election organizers.

First, the separation ofelectoral districts. Electoral dishicts or abbreviated as electoral

districts is a government administration area or a combination of governmat administration

areas or part of a govemment administration area that created as a regionaUarea unit based

on population to determine seat allocation as the basis for nominating candidates and

determining the elected candidates for mernbers of the DPR. Provincial DPRD and

District/City DPRD.16 Thus, the size of the electoral district is based on the number of

4 Titik Triwulan Tutik Korulrrdri Huhm Tata Nqaro Indonaia Pasca Anondanq UUD 1945
Kencana 2015).[363].

a5 Pipit R. IGnawidaja and dan M. Faishal Aminddil , Da nobosi Eqtoral @agia I) Pabandingan
Sistqt Dan Maode Dalom Kqanaion Dan Panilu (Sindikasi In66ssia 2014).[ l9].6 Gotfridus Goris Serao Kamrs Penilu Popia: Kosa Kao lJmm, Pengaloman Infunesia Dan
Negara Inin (Gnha Ifmu 2013).[57].
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members of the representative institutions will be elected in one electoral district or in other

words the size of the electoral district is the number of seat allocations in one electoral

district.aT

The method of determining eledoral districts can be done in several ways, namely:

based on administrative boundaries, population or the mixture of them. There are 3

principles underlying the allocation ofseats to an electoral district, namely: (l) The principle

ofequality ofrepresentation between citizens, namely the allocation ofseats to an electoral

district is determined based on the principle of equality of representation among citizens, one

person-one vote-one value (one person). -one voteooe value); (2) The principle of equality

between regions/areas, the allocation ofseats to electoral districts is detennined based on the

principle of equality of representation between regions/areas. Each regior/area gets the same

seat allocation, regardless of the population; (3) The mixed principle (equality between

citizens and between regions) is a combination or mixture of these two principles, namely

the allocation of seats by taking into accormt both equality of representation among citizens

and equality ofrepresentation (or balance) between regions/areas. a8

Afterwards, to determine the size or weight of an electoral district, namely the number

of seatVmandates provided for one electoral district, not the area of a region as a

determinant. The sizdweight of the electoral distics is divided into two types, namely

homogeneous (equivalent, equal) and heterogeneous (different, diverse). [n homogeneous

quantities, the similarity in the quantities/weight ofthe electoral districts in one country is

divided into electoral districts with the same distribution of seats. Meanwhile, the quantities

model uses a heterogeneous model to apply the quantities or weight inequality of electoral

districts in one country.ae The number ofseats in the electoral district can be determined by

the nurnber of uninominal (singular) or plurinomial (plural). If using uninominal, there is

only one seat contested in one electoral district. Meanwhilg if using plurinomial (plural),

there is more than one seat, then decide whether to use a srnall, medium or large electoral

district.

a7 Pipit R Iftrtawidjaja, Al&asi Kursi: Kadar Keterunkilon Pqfuduk Dan Pqtilih (EISAM
2003).[9].

4 Achmad Baidowi, Di Balik Panyusunan W Pemila: Proses Nqosiasi Dan Konfigurasi lntar Fraksi
(SUKA-Press 201 8).[80j.

6 Pipit R IGrtawidjaja dan Mulpna W. Kusumab Sistan Panitu Dalam Konstitwi (KIPP Eropa
2N2).U62).



Second, the type of contestants nomination, the nomination of people's representatives

is a submission and self-preseutation to enter the general election arena after fulfilling all the

requirements. Nomination concents the relationship between the voters and the people's

representatives and the relationship between the people's representatives and the parties

which participate in the general election. The type of nomination is divided into

models, namely Closed/Fixed List system, Open List system and Free List system. First, the

Closed/Fixed List System is characterized by the fact that voters only need to vote for one

party. The composition of legislative candidates in the list s)Etem catrnot be changed and

creates dependence between the people's representatives and political parties because

political parties determine the planning of caudidacy. Serond, the Open List Stelsel has the

character that voters are welcome to vote for candidates who are deemed worthy to represent

a political party. Political parties participating in the general election only propose the names

oflegislative caodidates from their parties. Third, the Free List Stelsel stipulates that voters

can vote for more than one representative ofthe people. One list contains sequential names

ofvarious political parties and voters write a list ofthese names based on their choice.5o

Third the voting technique, there are several models of voting, namely single voting,

preference voting, multi-vote voting, limited multi-vote voting, altemative voting

accumulation voting and splitting voting. Fourth, the counting technique, the mechanism for

counting votes in general elections is divided into two types, namely majority and

proportional. Counting using the majority metho4 the candidate who gets a relative or

simple majority, not an absolute rnajority is the winner. Meanwhile, there are two rnain tlpes

of counting methods using the proportional mechanisrn, namely: First, the Quota Method,

namely the calculation based on the largest remaining votes Dvisor

Number (BP) the quota method is not fxed, depending on the number of residents or voters

or the number of votes. Second, the Divisor Method, which is a calculation method based on

the highest average. The Divisor Number (BP) is a fxed divisor method that does not

depend on the number of residenblvoters/votes. Fifth, General election organizers

(time/simultaneously), General election administration is related to time, simultaneously and

frequency.

Based on the
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conveyed the idea of implementing a plurality-majority general election system as follows
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I DistrictElectoral
Division

550 districts: 514 dishicts/cities + 36 DCetcd: s

adminishative
area (district/city)
and the number of
voters

SJate
areas with the highest population
(highest average) with additional
district assignments using the Sainte
Lazue method

a. Scope

1 district: I seat Deleted: ub.Size./Weight
(Number of Seats) (sineular)

voters able to choose the desired DCaed: oQpentisqrytem_
candidate

2 Contestants'
Nomination Type
Voting Step $jngle voting one voter gets one vote Dcl:ted: s

4 Counting step Simple Absolute
Majority

a candidate with a simple majority
does not have to be an absolute
majority (50% +l) elected to the
district

5 Geaeral Elections Simultaneous held simultaneously with the
presidential election

Before conducting the general election, both in the proportional system aud in the

majority system (better known as the district system) it is necessary to determine the number

ofseats/rnandates in one electoral district. Therefore, the calculation method for determining

the acquisition of seats in an electoral district is an interesting matter to observe.5l The

determination of the electoral district is based on the population in the area concerned. In

order to obtain a good separation of electoral districts, it is needed to consider the equality of

the value of each seat being conteted with a fair proportion of the population. An electoral

district can be defined as a "competition area" for all general election contestarts to gain

votes. Thus, it is expected that every people's representative who sits in parliament has an

electoral base in which the regional constituents are represented.s2

Determination in the separation of district according to the author for the application of

the pluralify-majority general election system that will be applied in Indonesia uses a mixed

principle, namely equality between citizens and between regions. The fust stage eryhasizes

the principle of representation between countries or regions because lndonesia is a broad

unitary state with a diverse population so that the representation ofeach state administrative

are4 namely a district or city, must receive attention. Each district or city gets at least one

Pipit
Pipit

Kataw idjaya, Ma t an a ti ka P en i I u (lnside 2t)0lt). I I ].
Kartawidjaja and" Sidik Pramono, Akal -Akalan Daera h Pemil i han 2007).Is].
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representative which is determined through a simple majonty calculation, i.e., the candidate

who wins from the other candidates does not need to have an absolute majority (50% +l)

elected to represent the district. The second to attention to the of

equality inrepresentation between citizens, ooe person-one vote-one value. This principle is

realized by considering the representation ofvote holders in each district so that districts or

cities with a large number ofvoters can be divided into several electoral districts.

The election in Indonesia is divided into several electoral districts according to the

number of seats that are assigped to the parliament. The determination of electoral district

boundaries should ideally be based on the number of residents, in addition to fulfrlling the

one rnan one vote principle. Ifthe determination of district boundaries based on population is

deemed unfair for residents with a small population, it can be based on administrative areas,

thus all districts/cities are allotted one electoral district. Districtycities with a large

population are calculated to obtain additional allocations for electoral districts in accordaoce

with the proportion of excess population and available remaining seats. Districts/Cities that

receive more than one district are divided into several electoral districts according to the

quotas obtained by considering the adminishative area (subdistricts) and the population in

each sub-district to determine district boundaries.53

Determination of the number of seats in the parliament (DPR RI) becomes a

determinant in the distribution ofthe oumber ofdistricts in Indonesia and the author offered

the weight or amount of the number of seats in each district using a uninominal (single)

model, in which each district only chose one representative by considering the

simplification ofthe election process, especially at the voting and vote counting stage. The

author deterrrined the limit on the number of seats in the DPR RI, narnely 550 seats so that

in Indonesia there was 550 electoral districts, this number was still open to be added or

reduced depending on the consideration of the need for representation in parliament. The

determination of the 550 districts was divided based on the representation of the

adminisEative area and the representation of votets as follows:

13 Muhammad Asfar, 'Model-Model Sistem Pemilihan Di Indmesia, Pusat Studi
Beke{asama Dengan Padnership for Govemance Reform In Indonesia' (20o2).[8618fl.
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In the determination ofregional representation, it is regulated that each district or city

is represented at least by one people's representative so that the dishict or city is determined

to be one electoral district. For the addition ofelectoral districts, the authors d€termined 36

seats in the districUcity area that has the highest number of voters in Indonesia"

Determination of additions based on the order of total voters in each districUcity. The

mechanism was the total voters in all districts/cities was registered and sorted, than

determined using the divisor method, namely the calculation method based on the highest

average number. ln this determination" the author adopted the method of determining

additional districts using the Sainta Iague model of seat division, namely the number of

voters in the district/city divided by the divisor number @P), namely l, 3, 5, and so on, then

filtered the highest number of 36 districts/cities to get additional districts in the general

election.

Conclusion

fthe presidential govemment system in tndonesia needs to be strengthened by

encouraging the formation of majority democracy th,rough changes in general election

system from an open proportional electoral system to a plurality-majority (diseict) general

election system to facilitate the president to implement policim with support from rrajority

party in parliament.

The implementation of the plurality-majority (district) system could be started from the

action of DPR and the Govemment in determining the number of seats in the DPR RI as the

basis for determining the number of disrich. The author proposes 550 electoral distrids, and

this number is still open to be increased or decreased according to the need of representation

in parliament.

Each dishict and city is represented by at least one represenlative as an electoral

district. Therefore, there are 514 districts based on the number ofdistricts and cities. Then

added 36 seats from district/city with the highest number of voters in Indonesia. The number

ofaddition is determined by the order of total voters in each district/city (highest average)

added to several electoral districts so that the district/city area is divided into several

C,ommented
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Opportunities and Challenges in the Implernentation of Pluratity - |

Maiority (District) Electoral System for Strengthening the
Presidential System Gorrmod [CHll: rhis artich ii very good, but there
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Indonesian

Abstract

Presidential government system has its own disadvantages, one ofthem is the possibility a

minority president presence in this system, namely a president who is not supported by a

parliamentary majority, even though the President has a strong mandate from public, but

with a minority positiog the which carried out the

be hampered by parliament or the legislature, therefore it is needed a coalition government.

The combination of a presidential system with a multi-party systun is difficult to implement

because whoever the president is elected will be encountered with a certain condition that it

is impossible to support him in parliament without forming a coalition. In order to respond

the problem in strengthening the presidential system in Indonesia, the author offers a

majority general election syrstem or district system (first Past the PosQ as an effort to create

an effective and responsible government. This is a legal study which used two approaches,

namely statutory approach and conceptual approach. Based on the results ofstudy, it can be

concluded that the majority system was more appropriate for creating an effective and

responsible govemmernt because it could the of

the responsibilities of ves to the voters in each district.

Keywords: Election; District; Presidential System.

Introduction

The regulation of general elections in Indonesia is dlmamic, there were changes

towards the implementing rule prior the general election. This aims to improve the quality in

the implementation of dernocracy. However, there were problems related to the process and
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results ofthe general election" including: First, a democratic system that glorifies

sovereignty does not always ge,ooate who act in accordance
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power agendas. Third the execution of democracy is not directly proportional to the
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that needs to be evaluated gradually and continuously. rGeneral elections should not only be

a periodic ritual and formality event for certain authority to ruling continuorsly while the

people who should be sovereign are only as audiences.2

Since the first general election was held in 1955 until 2019 in Indonesia, it has used a

proportional general election sptem with variow variants of systemo. The proportional

system is still considered the most suitable for Indonesian conditions, although in practice

this system also raises several unresolved problems. These problems are related to the

quality and accountability of legislative members. Generally, it can be understood that a

proportional system combined with a multiparty system will result in a minority party in

parliament. The distribution of the number in cause for a

majority power to support policies ofthe elected President.3

Trble

General Election System in Indonesir

(1951 2019)1

I Jane&i M. Ciafur,Politik Hukun Panrilu (Kmpress 2012).[69].
2 Fritz Edward Sircga, Manuju Pcadilon Paailu (Themis Publishing 2019).[2].
3 Moch. Nurhasim, Fisibilitos Sisten Pemilu Campuran: Upaya Manp*kuot Sistem haidqsial Di

Indonesial (l*mbaga Ilmu Pengetahun Indonesia 2014).[50].
a Moharnmad Syaiful Aris, 'Penataao Sistem Pemilihan Umrm Yang Berkerdilan Untuk Penguatan

Sistem Presideosiil Di Indonesia' (2018) 33 Yuridika Fakultas Hukum Univenitas Airlanm.
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w7/1953 Multi party 29 political
Parties

I 955 Proportional System

1971 UU 15/1969 Multi party l0 political
parties

Proportional systern
with list system

t977 w 4/1975 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional systexn
with list system

t982 w2/1980 Simple multi
paro

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1987 UU t/1985 multiSimple
Darty

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1992 UU l/1985 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1997 UU l/1985 Simple multi
party

3 political
parties

Proportional system
with list system

1999 UU 3/1999 multi party 48 political
Parties

Proportional slatem
with list system

2004 w 12t2003 multi party 24 political
parties system

Open proportional

Category Legal Basis Perty Number of
Political
Parties

Electorrl System



I rl

2009 I.ru
dan

l0/2008
I'ru

42/2008

multi party 38 political
parties

Open proportional
system

2014 UU 8/2012 dan
UU 15/2011

multi party l2 political
parties

Opeo proportional
system

2019 w 712afi multi party l6 political
parties & 4
Parpol lokal

Open proportional
system

All this time, the implementation of proportional slntem in general elections in

Indonesia is considered has several advantages related to a high level ofrepresentation, no

votes are wasted in the implementation of vote counting, and provide opportunities for all

groups of society, especially the minority groups to send thefu representatives in padiament.

The idea of implanenting a majority (distict) election systan in which

takes 13 believed could lead to the formation of

systern has a chance to increase the accountabilify of elected representatives. On the other

side, it is worried if the majoritarian/plurality (district) system is implemented in Indonesia

it has potential to reduce the level of representation of community groups because conditions

in Indonesia are highly hetoogeneols, especially the representation ofminority groups.

The presidential sptern in Indonesia is related to the condition of party system that

adheres to a multi-party system which tends to encourage problems in government

administration. The problan related to the relationship between presidential governmeot

s)atems and multiparty systems, some scientists consider that the two coocepts between

presidential systems are not compatible with multi-party systems because their natures are

contradictory. Juan Linz presumed that the parliamentary system of government is more

stable than the presidential system of government in temos of parliamentary support fm the

Ilolctrd: "
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executive: the vast of the stable democracies in the world

parliamentary regimes, where executive power is generated by legislative majorities and
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depends on such majorities for

In general, the concept ofa prcsidential government systern has contradiction issue if it

is to be juxtaposed with danocracy, especially the position opposing each other between the

President as the head ofexecutive and the parliament or legislature. This conflicting position

causes difficulties in establishing a democratic system in their relations. Mainwaring &

5 Juan J. Linz, 'The Perils ofPresidentia.lism' (1990) I Joumal ofDemocracy.[51].

5
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Shugart orylained the potential competence between the executive and the legislature

because each of them believe that they have a claim to legitimacy that comes directly from

people. It will arise serious problems when tue ,ls

institutions have different policies and could not be reconciled: "ln presidential systems, the

president and assembly have corryeting claims !o legitimacy. Both powen are popularly

elected, and the origin and survival ofeach is independent from those the president pursues,

a dramatic conflict between the assembly and the executive can erupt".6

Regarding the multi-party s)6terL the presidential government system has

disadvantage, namely the possibility of emergence a minority president, namely a president

who is not srppcted by a parliamentary majority, even though the President has a strong

rnandate from the people, but with a minority positioq the carried out

by the president can be haryered by the parliament or the legislature so that a goveming

coalition is needed. Jose Antonio Cheibub explained the difficulty of combining a

presidential systan with a multi-parfy system in terms of obstacles to building coalitions. In

order to ensure the stability of the presidential system, it is necessary to obtain a majority

vote in parliament for the political parties supporting the President. It is proved that political

competition under the party s)4stem is impossible and the President-elect was forced to form

a coalition.T Based on this explanation, it is irnportant to note that the combination of a

presidential government system with a multi-party system is diflicult to implernent because

whoever the president is elected will encounter with certain condition, in which it is

impossible to have a majority support in parliament without coalition.

Strengthening the Indonesian Presidentid System

The party sptem in a presidential system is an intaesting issue because the members

of legislature and president are directly elected by people. If majority of legislature members

determine political options which contrary with president, the presidential system is often

trapped in a divided government between the legislative and executive powers.8 The

president also needs a coalition ifthe party which supporting the president is not the majoriry

6 Scott Mainwaring and Mafthew Sugart, 'Juan linz, Presideatialism and Democracy: A Critical
Apprasial' ( 1993) 200.[2].

7 Jose Antonio Cheibub, batdatial, Parliamqtarism and Danoeraq (Cambridge University Press

2007).[8-e].
8 Mustafi l.utfi and M hran Satriau/an., Ftisalah Huhm Portai Poltik D Indonaia (tB Prcss

20t6).1471.
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party io the representative institution This effort is needed for president to obtain support

from the majority of legislature. e

The desire to strengthen the presidential system is reflected in the amendment to the

Political Party Law. The General Elucidation of Law Number 2 of 20ll concerning

Amendments to Law Number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties emphasizes, to

strengthen and create an effective presidential systerL there are at least four things that need

to be carried out, namely: first, to condition the formation of a simple multiparty s)4stern,

second, encourage the creation of democratic and accountable party institutionalization,

thir{ condition the formation of democratic and accountable party leadership, and fourth

encourage strengthening the base and structure ofparties at the community level. The idea

to encourage a simple multi-party sptem by conducting changes in the rules of political

parties have not been fully realized because there are still many new parties standing up

before the general election and there is a possibility for these new parties to contest and get

sqats in parliament.

During this time, simplification in political parties which has not been implemented

using changes in the general election system, the proportional general election system in

theory tends to encourage the emergence ofmulti parties because the choice ofthe general

election s;atem is closely related to the development of political parties in a country, as

mentioned by Arend Lijphart:

"Ihe comparative study ofdemocracies has shown that the type ofelectoral system is
significantly related to the development of a Coantries that
lhe pluralily method of elcAion arc likcly to have tu'o-porry systems, oneparty
got etnmenls, and qecutives thal arc dominant in relation to their lqislatwe".to

Submission of Presidential Candidates and Candidates are

possible conducted by a party or a combination of parties. Moreover, in the Law that

regulates issue related to election of the President and Vice President, in nationally a

minimum limit is set for the acquisition of seats in the DPR to nominate a Presidential

Candidate and a Vice Presidential Candidate. In addition, parties are considered as political

machines that can provide iu mobilizing support so that every Presidential Candidates and

e Khairul Fahm| Pottilihon [Jmum Dalam Transisi Denokrasi: Kompilai Catatan Atx Dinamiko
Pemilu Dan frlkoda Di Era Reformasi (Rajawali Pen 201O.[U.

t0 fuend Lijphan, 'Constitusional Choices For New Democacies' (1991) 2 Jormal of Democrary[72].
Lr Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plasner., Electoral Systems ond Danocrrcy (The Johns Hopkins Univenity
Press 2006).[74].
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Candidates believe that from coalitions are needed not

to win the presidential and vice presidential election rounds, but also in the administration of

govenunent. Howwer, behind the simplicity of building coalitions, there is also the potential

for disunity and coalition change by the movement of parties from one pole of the coalition

parties to another. The distribution of votes is relative equal in a multi-party system causes

the effectiveness of the number of parties increase with a relatively strong autonomy, so that

the movement of one party can change the coalition map.

Does this affect to the strengthening of the presidential system in Indonesia? The

stability of governmeat in a presidential system can be observed from two perspectives,

namely the stability of the term of office and the stability of the policy. Observing the

shuchring of the Government system after the amendment to the 1945 Constitution, in

several waln trying to carry out presidential purification through the direct election of the

President and Vice President, as well as a permanent term of offrce, except in the event of

imFeachment due to violation of the law as regulated in Article 7A of the 1945 Constitution

This has implications on the level of independence of the President in dealing with the DPR.

Deletcd: Vice Prcsidential

Based on this, the of the term of it is shows

that the stabilify of the Government is much more stable, than before the amendment to the

1945 Constitution, without being affected by any tlpe of party system. rr

The stability of government is different when observed from policy stability

perspective, because after the amendment of the 1945 Constitution Article 20A paragraph (l)
the DPR has a legislative function, a budget functioq and a supervisory function that can

have an impact on the implementation of executive power by the President. Based on the

functions mentioned in paragraph (2), the DPR has the right of interpellation, the right of

inquiry, and the right to express an opinion. 12

Provisions in the Constitution as well as in laws that require the approval or

consideration from the DPR, concerning the execution of authority by the President. Such as

legislative power as referred to in Article 20 paragraph (2) which requires joint discussion of

each draft law for mutual approval. Then Article 22 concerning matters of compelling

urgency, gives the President the right to stipulate a Government Regulation in Lieu of Law

which in paragraph (2) requires the approval of the DPR at the next trial. Other thinp that

require DPR approval are declarations of war, making peace, and agreements with other

rr Moharrmad Spiful Aris, Pemilu Dan Sisten hqidewiil hdonaia: Konsq Dan Desain Pemilihan
Utrum Alternatif Untuk Panguaton Sistqt Praidensll (Setara Pers 2022).1481.

t2 ibid.
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countries as regulated in Article ll of the 1945 Constitution. In addition, various Laws for

Filling Strategic Positions require DPR approval such as filling in the position of Governor

of Bank Indonesia, appointrnent of Head of State Indonesian National Police, appointme,nt of

TM Commander and several other positioos. la addition, there are several powers of the

President that need to such as the matter of ambassadors

regulated in Article 13 of the 1945 Constitution.r3

The implementation of govemment is based on various laws and regulations which

stipulate that laws are made with the mutual consent of the DPR and the President (Article

20 paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution). The series of construction in the pattern of

authority relations between the DPR and the President after the amendment to the 1945

Constitution, shows that the stability of Government, especially policy stability is determined

by harmonious relationship between the DPR and the President, which is built from a

Delcted: uke into account
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congeniality of desire between It is unavoidable that in order to achieve

desire between the President and the DPR in the midst of a multi-party system, a coalition

becomes a necessity for a hesident to gain support from the DPR to expedite various

Government policies. If this coalition fails, the Government has the potential to become

deadlocked and has a high risk of disrupting the stability of the Government especially

policy stability. t4

Opportunities for Using a Non-Proportional System in Legisletive Elections

According to Harun Husein, the geueral election needs to pay attention on five

missions of the general eledion' namely frsL to increase the degree of representation

(proportionality); secondly strengthening representative institutions while realizing a simple

multiparty systern, third strengthening the presidential system, fourth increasing political

Dclacd: both of rhem

participation, f,rfth increasing l5 so far, the between

and can be said to be a

because it is only carried out at the time of the general election. So, it is undeniable to say

that before being elected as a member of the council, candidates for legislative members

actively visit the community. After being elected to the council, most of those who came

tj ibid.l48491.
ra Firdaus, Cottstittttioml Enginoing (YramWidya 2015).[389-391].
Is llarm Husein, Paneilu Indonesia: Fakta, Angka, Analisb Dan Studi funding @erludem 2014).[408].
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were public.l6 To realize a qualified general elections, namely elections that are more

democratic, honest aad fair, which can generate who are to

work hard, by prioritizing the interests of people over personal and group interests, it is not

enough just to improve the functions of planning, implementing, supervision and evaluation

as well as improving the professionalism and quality of general election organizers, but must

improve the general election system, so as to provide opportunities for the public to use their

right to vote directly, publicly, freely and confidentially. 17

Broadly speaking, the general election system is dividd into two systems, namely the

proportional system and the plurality-majority (districO s)6tem. The proportional system is

often also called the multi-member constituency systern, while the district systan is called

the single-member constituency system. In a pluralify-majority system (district), one small

area (election district) elects one representative Whereas in a

system, one large region elects several representatives whose number is detennined based on

consideration of the population. Between both of these systems there is a mixed general

election s),stem that combines the proportional systern and the majorify system (disfict).

This system also allows to be used as an alternative to the general election system in

lndonesia.

This majoritarian formula in Indonesia is known as the district system. Some of the

terms commonly used to describe this system are the plurality-majority system" single-

member constituency, the first past the post. It is called as a plurality-majority system

because a plurality-majority formula is usually used to determine the winner in this slatem.

It is called a single-member constituency because each district only has one rcpresentative in
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the institution. While others are called it as the frst the

because the candidate who has the most votes is entitled to represent his area or district in a
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Two main characteristics distinguish the plurality-majority (district) system from other

s$ems; First, in a plurality-rujority s)6tem, elections are directly linked to the existence of

an electoral district. These electoral districts are known as "districts" although the separation

of a dishict is not alwala based on the separation of administrative areas. An electoral

16 Lucky Sandra Amaliq Evaluai Panilu Legislatif 2014: Arulbb, Proses Dan Hasil (Pusrakl Pelajar
2016).I r].

r7 Rozali Abdullah, Mewuju&ad Pemilu Yang Berkualitas (Penilu Legislafl @ajawali Pers
200e).[47].

t8 Muhammd Asfar, 'Distrik Prefensial: Alternatif Sistem Pemilu Di Masa Depan' (2m3) 5 Jumal PSPK
Penguatan Ken&li Raklat.[,10].
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district is an area whose borders are drawn in such a way that in accordance with general

election, one of the conditions that must be fullill is the number of voters who domicile is

proportional to the number in other districts. Therefore, it is often found that an electoral

district includes one or more adminishative districts. In general, it is also not a problem if
parts of the same administrative area are combined with other adminishative regions into one

dishict. The second main feature is the main focus of electioos in a plurality-majority sptem

is not political organizations, but individuals who represent or are nominated by that

organization in a district. Person who may be nominated by parties in a district are

politicians who are domiciled in that district. ln other words, party mernbers who are not

domiciled in the district may not represent the people in that district. re

The plurality-majority (district) system requires a relatively familiar situation between

the vot€rs and their elected representatives. In fact, voters often know not only their choices

but also their families. The existence of close ties between voters and the people they choose

makes it easier for the people to express their aspirations and demand accountability from

their representatives in the future. In addition, by knowing the candidate they choose, the

mass of voters can directly determine the quality and integrity of the candidate they choose.

In the district s)6tem, it is diffrcult for political organizations to hide the condition of their

candidates from people, because voters will choose a candidate that they believe is good and

trustworthy.

The implementation of the plurality-majority (district) system can be carried out

properly. According to Nazaruddin Syamsudin, it is needed a community condition that

allows the operation of system. This condition is related to people who have reached a

certain stage of maturity. The level of manrity in this cornmunity can be detennined by

using two measurements. First, the level of rationality, determines the

determine choices against candidates who compete with each other to get votes in their

dishict. With a high level of rationality, the public can choose among the party programs

offered by each candidate. Second, the level ofpolitical awareness. Voters who have a high

level of political awareness will be able to choose ideological bond from the program

proposed to theur. In other words, candidates are chosen not becarse has similar ideology but

re Nazaruddin SFmsuddio, 'Sislersistem Pemilihan Umum Suatu Himpunan Pemikiran: Makna
Sistem Dishik Dan Perwakilan'. In Abdul Bari Azed (ed), 'Sistem-Sistem Pemilihan Umum: Suatu Hi.qunan
Pemikiraa' (Fakultas Hukum Universitas Indonesia 2000).[48].
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because of the programs they offer, also with high political awareness the public can judge

the behavior of the party represented by a candidate. Despite these conditions, the

operationalization of the plurality-majority (district) system is highly dependent on the

political life of the community, which is similar with other electoral syste,ms, the

implernentation of the district sptem is also very dependent on how democracy is

implemented. 20In general, democracy places people in a high priority in the state

administration system, although at the level of irylementation there are differences in its

execution.2l

One of the weaknesses that has alwap been debated in the plurality-majority (disrict)

system is a lack of attention to the balance of representation based on category. Since there is

an assumption that the priority in the dishict sptem is that after being elected and sitting in a

I refresentative institution, the members of the elected party have become

representatives" not representatives ofa group or party anymore. This is indeed one ofthe

factors that often called by experts to as the advantages ofthe proportional system over the

district systern. However, this assumption actually reflects the neglect of the meaning of

representation, which comes from the difference in point of view, namely between

qualitative and quantitative points of view. Theoretically, the quantitative point of view

always emphasizes the number ofvotes or representatives obtained. This point ofview can

be related to the vision ofthe political elite which tends to focus on the "balance" or more

precisely the of in elections. This view is based on the of

unrepresented or votes in the district because candidates do not seats

in representative institutions. 22

On the other aspect, a qualitative point ofview looks at the problem from a non-elite

point of view, the emphasis is not on who gets the seats and not on the number of votes that

are wasted because they are not counted. What is important 1s 1[s veting community is not

the grorp of candidates competing for votes, but what the candidates and their parties do

after taking coorol of the seats in the representative institutions. This quality is known by
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the voters, because they the candidates in their district. it can said

that voters will choose candidates they know, both in terms of the ability to represent them

and the morality of the candidates, in other words, only candidates who are willing and able

to convey the aspirations of the people who will get the attention of the voters. Qualitative

m Nazaruddia Syamsuddin (n 19).[49].
2t Mohammad Spiful Aris, Hukum Pemilu: Filxofi Dan Prinsip Panilihan tlmum Dalam UW NN

.1945 (Setara Pen 2O2l).131.
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understanding relies more on the meaning of representation. This understanding does not

focus on who the are bu more what the of

representatives is. who are to

aspirations of the voters, or break the promises they have made during the campaip., will be

punished by the voting community in the next general election. Thus, in a plurality-majority

(district) system, candidates cannot arbitrarily sell promises, because their reputation will be

at stake in the next election.23

One thing that almost forgotten is the implementation of the plurality-majority

(dishict) system can actually boost the appearance ofrepresentative institutions which have

had a negative image in society because this system has the potential to increase the role of

the legislature in the state administration system. There are at least 2 (two) factors driving

the improvernent of the quality of parliamentarians with this system. First, the dishict sptem
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tends to tighten the selection because the of the

will determine whether or not the public will be elected. This tight selection causes

competition among representatives from the same district to be fierce. For legislators, the

capital needed to pass the selection process is how they appear in the representative

institutions after the general election is over. Individually, each member of the institution

must prove themselves that they deserve to be elected in the previous election. Then they

also need to convince the electorate that they still deserve to be re-elected. Because, it is only

the best representatives who have the potential to be elected in the next election. If the

district of a political party perceives that it does not have qualified candidates, then the

political party will try to recruit new candidates who are better than the previous

candidates.2a

Second, the plurality-majority (district) system implies that

must be accountable to the electorate in their electoral district. Therefore, they will always

feel that they are constantly being noticed by their electorate, so they do more for

district. Due to a feeling of continuously noticed by people, the representative instinrtions

will also be more accountable to the people. Thus indirectly, the

ll.
l-s21.

Ll ibid.fs
21 ibid.fS
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council will be more functional, so their role in the government system and society will have

more impact.25

The plurality-majority (district) systern still demands the active role of political parties

as other systems. ln this system, political parties still have a high and decisive role towards

the performance of their candidates in the electoral districts. This role is delivered through

party programs and the determination of candidates for each district. Political parties as

program organizer that will be struggled in the general election and their programs must be

able to atffact voters in each district. Legislative candidates must follow the programs

arranged by political parties. Legislative candidates who violate political party program

policies may be subject to sanctions related to the determination of candidates to be placed

by parties in a district.26

Even though in a plurality-majority system, individual characteristics could appear

with steadily in the district, the influence of political parties on the candidates remains high,

but this does not meatr that parties can determine the fate oftheir representatives sitting in

representative institutions at will. Political parties must respect the ties that exist between

their members and the electorate in their respective districts. It is important that members

who are popular h their district are very valuable assets for political parties. In addition to

this, the application of a plurality-majority system also provides benefits to political

organizations. First, political parties can see in real the quality ofcompetitors in a district. In

the district system, all candidates or representatives are generally fixed and cannot be moved,

because their electoral districts depend on their respective domiciles. Thus, who will

compete for seats and where, the competing parties will already know in advance so that

they can formulate strategies in advance.2T

Second, the district system can improve the quality ofpolitical organization. The one-

on-one competition that is known in the district, causes political parties to apply strict

selection oftheir candidates. Candidates who are assigned in each district must be superior

candidates, who are expected to be able to compete with other candidates. To face tough

competition, parties must show qualify factors in their recruitment process. Positively, this

eocourages the emergence of a cadre system within political parties to produce future leader

candidates.2s

2s ibid.l521.
26 Nazaruddin Slamsuddin (n l9). In Abdul Bari Azed (ed) (n l9).
27 AMul Bari Azed (ed) (n l9).
2s ibid.



One of the challeuges ir implemeating I plurality-B&jority system is unprcpardrcss

political party administrators to use this syst€,m, which caused by the general election

traditiotr that has developed so far. Our electqal traditiotr does not prepare political

organizations to anticipete changes in society. Furthemorg it bas placed too much emphasis

on the role of which itr these national are trot come

the sowce of supports in the regioos. The process of ca&e in political parties is imponant itr

a majority plurality slstem because political paties must be able to create

evenly distributed cadre of candidate leaders !o prevent over-rq)reseotation in certain areas

and utrder-represedalion in other places.2e

Some people prcsume tbst the plunlity-majority (distsict) general electioD s)siem

could disrupting national stability becaue ofthe potedial for conllict or eveo disintegatiorl

The author observes from aooth€r point of view that the phrality-majority (distict) system

will result in a close relationship between the atrd their vote6,

the other hard it ercouages a high s€nse of responsibitty for members of representative

ifftitutions to the people. The close relationship b€iween voters and the people they choose,

allows early detectiotr of problems that a se itr voters, eDabliDg th€m to try to discuss issues

responsibly as well. These actions could open the possibility fo problem solvitrg, so that it

do€s not appear as a tbreat to national stability.s

It is r€alized that tbcre is oo one perfect and truly representative gen€ral electiotr

system, the Foportional syst€m is generally seen zrs more guaradeehg the existetrce of
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small that all votes are not wasted. The weakness is a oor

between people aod their r?resedatiye!, because people do not know tbem. This systeno
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tends to shiff the principle of peop to become the

that determines the caodidate and the party has the right to recall him at any time, meEb€rs

of the DPR are more L[pressed as pqty represe stives thall ll

the other hand in a plu&lity-majority (disbict) system. in general, th€re i.s a t€trdency to

favor big parties, because E{rat prevails in the election is a simpte mljority wbere thc one

who gets the most votes wiDs. So in this system there arc voices thal ale lost

wasted, but the strength of this sysrem is that the relstioDship between the people ad their

le ibid.Isfis7l.
to ibid.l56l.
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representatives becomes closer, because they directly choose who becomes the candidate and

the people continuously control their representatives to voice their aspirations. The party can

no longer arbitrarily recall its representatives. So in terms of the ability to implement the

principle of the 1S more

capable than the proportional system in realizing the will ofthe people. This system is also

more capable of creating an effective and accountable govemment because it will encourage

the simplification ofpolitical parties and the responsibility ofthe to

the voters in each district. The argument that is always raised for the main rejection of why

the plurality-majority (distrid) slntem is not suitable for Indonesia is that the level of

education and political awareness of the community is still considered low.

reason is not always true, as stated by Syed Ahmad Hussein, professor ofPolitical Science at

the University Sains Malaysia as quoted by Yusril Ihza Mahendra that: of

education and political awareness ofthe people does not have correlation with the electoral
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system that has been !2

One of the missions from the genoal election is 5imFlicity and not complicated.

Elections can be carried out by voters in general without diffrculty.33This plurality-majority

(district) system is a simple system for voters because it only elects one candidate for

legislative member in each electoral district. However, based on regional jurisprudence and

resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly, it is realized that no single electoral

system or method is one hundred percent suitable for all nations and peoples. The selected

system must provide wide opportunities for people to express their aspiration through

genuine and periodic general elections, which are carried out on the basis offair suffrage and

ensure the secrecy of voting.3a The choice of the electoral formula also depends on the

political arrangement that want to be achieved. If the legitirnacy of the

representatives is high and the accountability of the to the

constituents becomes the desired arraogement, then the majority election formula should be

used as long as the desired party system is a simple pluralism party system. 3s

Indonesian Alternative Election System Design

32 Abdul Bari Azed (n 19).[66].
rr Pipit R Krfiawidjetj4 Cotatan Ata Panilu Legislatd2O04 (Inside 2004).[Sl].
s Guy S. coodwh6ill, 'Pemilu Jurdil: Pengalarnan Datr Standar Internasional' (PIRAC dan The

Asia Foundation 1999).[3+35].
35 Ramlan Surbakti, P*ekryasoa Slrran Pemilihot Umum: Untuk Panbangunan Tata Politik

Demokratis (Kemitraan 2008).[23].
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Indonesia does not have stable election regulations. Both in ternr.s of the electoral

system (electoral laws), as well as from the aspect of the electoral pr@ess. The general

election in the new order from 1977-1997 used a proportional general election system with a

variant of a binding candidate list, and political parties played a major role in determining

the names of candidates and elected candidates. The 1999 general election, which was a

post-New Order general election, used a proportional election system with a closed list

variant. Starting from the 2004 general election, the proportional election system was used

with an open list of candidates variants. s

The presidential government systun will be effective and stable if it is in combination

with the type of majority democracy, because this method could help the president to execute

his policies because it is supported by the majority party in parliament. The presidential

government system will not be effective when combined with a proportional election system

with an opened list variant.37

The legislative general election system in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of

Indonesia is not regulated in detail as the election ofthe President and Vice President, thus it

is completely an open legal policy from the legislators. The author is of the view that the

proportional general election system so far has not been able to stengthen the presidential

system in Indonesia, so it is necessary to use a general election system that can encourage the

formation of a majority party in parliament, encourage simplif,rcation of the number of

political parties in lndonesia and increase the accountability of

The Research Team for the General Election System from the Indonesian Institute of

Sciences (LIPI) in 1998 stated that a district sptem that was refined and adapted to the

objective conditions of the Indonesian people remained an ideal choice. Especially if the

general election is related to the geographical condition of lndonesia as an archipelagic

country, the requirement for empowerment the DPR/MPR and political accountability

disclosure, the requirement for equity and the development deployment. Relating the

application of the district system, Titik Triwulan Tutik argued that if the district syste'm had

been implemented in the 1955 general election, it would most likely create a reliable

36 AguE Riwanto, Huhtm Paaai Politik Don Hukum Pqnilu D bdonesia (fhafa Media 2016).[3].
!7 Agtts Riwanto, Desain Sistem Pqnerinlahan Anti Korupsi:Konsq Pencqahan Korupsi Politik

Dalam Sistem Pqnerintahan Partoi Polilik Dan Penrilu (Setara Press 2018).[65].
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government that capable to governing effectively and the fragmentation of political power in

the DPR would be reduced.38

Based on this reason, the author described the mechanism la imflementing the

plurality-majority (district) general election systern in Indonesia using the apparatus m

elements of the general election system from Dieter Nohlen a.s quoted by Pipit R and M

Faishal. 3eThe element of general election system that will be implemented consist of 5 (five)

main parts, namely: Distribution of electoral districts, tlpes of

voting steps, counting steps and general election ormnizers.

First, the separation of electoral districts. Electoral districts or abbreviated as electoral

districts is a government adminiskation area or a combination of government adminishation

areas or part of a govemment administration area that created as a regionaVarea unit based

on population to determine seat allocation as the basis for nominating candidates and

determining the elected candidates for members of the DPR. Provincial DPRD and

District/City DPRD.4o Thus, the size of the electoral district is based on tle number of

members of the representative institutions will be elected in one electoral district or in other

words the size of the electoral district is the number of seat allocations in one electoral

district.al

The method of determining electoral districts can be done in several waln, namely:

based on administrative boundaries, population or the mixture of them. There are 3

principles undedying the allocation of seats to an electoral district namely: (l) The principle

of equality of representation between citizens, namely the allocation of seats to an electoral

district is determined based on the principle of equality of representation among citizens, one

person-one vote-otre value (one person). -one voteone value); (2) The principle ofequality

between regions/areas, the allocation of seats to electoral districts is determined based on the

principle of equality of representation between regions/areas. Each region/area gets the same

seat allocation, regardless of the population; (3) The mixed principle (equality between

citizens and between regions) is a combination or mixture of these two principles, namely

38 Titik Triwulan Tutik, Kozslruisi Hukum Taa Nqara Indonaia Pasca Anmndemen WD 1945 (3.,
Kencana 2015).[363].

3'Piprt R IQrtawidjaja and dan M. Faishal Aminuddin", Danokrasi fletoral @agiot I) Perbandingat
Sistem Dan Metode Dalam Kqarraian Daa Panilu (Sindikasi Indmesia 2014).U l9l.

a Gotfidus Goris Seran, Kamu Penilu Poptler: Kosa Kata tlmum, Pengalamon Indonesia Dan
Negara Lain (Graha Ilmu 2013).[57].

ar Pipit R. IGrtawidjaja, Alokasi Kuni: Kadar Kaqwakilan Pen&duk Dan Pqtilih (ELSAM
2003).uel.
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the allocation of seats by taking into account both equality of representation among citizens

and equality ofrepresentation (or balance) between regions/areas. a2

Afterwards, to determine the size or weight of an electoral dishict, namely the number

of seats/mandates provided for one electoral district, not the area of a region as a

determinant. The size/weight of the electoral districts is divided into two tlpes, namely

homogeneous (equivalent, equal) and heterogeneous (different, diverse). [n homogeneous

quantities, the similarity in the quantities/weight of the electoral districts in one country is

divided into electoral districts with the same distribution of seats. Meanwhile, the quantities

model uses a heterogeneous model to apply the quantities or weight inequality of electoral

districts in one country.a3 The number of seats in the electoral district can be determined by

the number of uninominal (singular) or plurinomial (plural). If using uninominal, there is

only one seat coutested in one electoral district. Meanwhile, if using plurinomial (plural),

there is more than one seat, then decide whether to use a small, medium or large electoral

district.

Second, the tlpe of contestants nomination, the nomination of

is a submission and self-presentation to enter the general election arena after fulfilling all the

requirements. Nomination concerns the relationship between the voters and the

representatives and the relationship between the and the

which participate in the general election. The tlpe of nomination is divided into 3 (three)

models, namely Closed/Fixed List system, Open List sptem and Free List system. First, the

Closed/Fixed List System is characterized by the fact that voters only need to vote for one

party. The composition of legislative candidates in the list system cannot be changed and
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political parties determine the planning of candidacy. Second, the Open List Stelsel has the

character that voters are welcome to vote for candidates who are deerned worthy to represent

a political party. Political parties participatiog in the general election ooly propose the names

of legislative candidates from their parties. Thir4 the Free List Stelsel stipulates that voters

42 Achmad Baidowi, Di Bolik Poryttsunon W Pemilu: Proses Nqosiasi Dan Konfigtrasi Antat Fmksi
(Stll(A-Press 20 I 8).[80].* Prprt R- Ikrtawidjaja dan Mulyana W. Kusumab Sistan Panifu Dalam Kanstitusi (IflPP Eropa
2N2).U62).
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can vote for more than one representative of the people. One list contains sequential names

of various political parties and voters write a list of these names based on their choice.a

Third, the voting technique, there are several models of voting, namely single voting,

prefere,nce voting, multi-vote voting, limited multi-vote voting, alteroative voting

accumulation voting and splitting voting. Fourth" the counting technique, the mechanism for

counting votes in general elections is divided into two tlpes, namely majority and

proportional. Counting using the majority method, the candidate who gets a relative or

simple rnajority, not aD absolute majority is the winner. Meanwhile, there are trro main tlpes

of counting methods using the proportional mechanism, namely: First, the Quota Method,

namely the calculation based on the largest remaining votes (lagerst remainders). Dvisor

Number (BP) the quota method is not fixed, depending on the number of residents or voters

or the number of votes. Second, the Divisor Method, wttich is a calculation method based on

the highest average. The Divisor Number (BP) is a fxed divisor method that does not

depend on the number of residens/voters/votes. Fiftb General election organizers

(time/simultaneously), General election adminishation is related to time, simultaneously and

frequency.

Based on the 5 (hve) devices or elements of the general election system above, the

author conveyed the idea of implementing a pluratty-majority general election system as

follows:

I DistrictElectoral
Division
a. Scope state

administrative
area (district/city)
and the number of
voters

550 districts: 514 districts/cities + 36
areas with the highest population
(highest average) with additional
district assignments using the Sainte
Lague method

b.Size/Weight
(Number of Seats)

uninominal
(singular)

I district: I seat

open list system voters able to choose the desired2
Nomination Type candidate

3 Votine Step single voting one voter qets one vote
4 Counting step Simple Absolute

Majority
a candidate with a simple majority
does not have to be an absolute
majority (50% +l) elected to the
district

General Elections5 Simultaneous with theheld simultaneously
presidential election

s ,r,'d.U55-1581.

No
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Before conducting the general election, both in the proportioml system and in the

majority system (better known as the district system) it is necessary to determine the number

of seats/mandates in one electoral district. Therefore, the calculation method for determining

the aequisition of seats in an electoral district is an interesting matter to observe.as The

determination of the electoral district is based on the population in the area concerned. In

order to obtain a good separation of electoral districts, it is needed to consider the equality of

the value ofeach seat being contested with a fair proportion ofthe population. An electoral

district can be defined as a for all election to

votes. Thus, it is expected that every who sits in has

electoral base in which the regional constituents are represanted.a6

Determination in the separation of district according to the author for the application of

the plurality-majority general election system that will be applied in Indonesia uses a mixed

principle, namely equaliry between citizens and between regions. The fnst stage emphasizes

the principle of representation between countries or regions because Indonesia is a broad

unitary state with a diverse population so that the representation ofeach state administrative

area, namely a district or city, must receive attention. Each district or city gets at least one

representative which is determined tkough a simple majority calculation, the

who wins from the other candidates does not need to have an absolute majority (50% +l)

elected to represent the dishict. The second stage need to pay attention to the principle of

equality in representation between citizens, one person-one vote-one value. This principle is

reahzed by considering the representation ofvote holders in each dishict so that districts or

cities with a large number ofvoters can be divided into several electoral disricts.

The election in Indonesia is divided into several electoral districts according to the

number of seats that are assigned to the parliament. The determination of electoral district

boundaries should ideally be based on the number of residents, in addition to fulfilling the

one rnn one vote principle. Ifthe determination of district boundaries based on population is

deemed unfair for residents with a small population, it can be based on 6dministrative areas,

thus all districts/cities are allotted one electoral district. Districts/cities with a large

population are calculated to obtain additional allocations for electoral disfficts in accordance

a5 Pipit R Kartawldjaya,l,taanatika Panrru (Iosi& 200a).U1.
s Pipit R Kartawidjaja and dan SidikPnmno., Akal-Akalan Daqah Pott /l?an (Pedudem 2007).[5].
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with the proportioo of excess population and available remaining seats. DiskictVCities that

receive more than one district are divided into several electoral districts according to the

quotas obtained by considering the administrative area (sub-districts) and the population in

each sub-district to determine district boundaries.aT

Determination of the number of seats in the parliament (DPR RI) becomes a

determinant in the distribution of the number of districts in Indonesia and the author offered

the weight or amoutrt of the number of seats in each district using a uninominal (single)

model, in which each district only chose one representative by considering the

sirnplification of the election process, especially at the voting and vote counting stage. The

author detennined the limit on the number of seats in the DPR RI, namely 550 seats so that

in Indonesia there was 550 electoral districts, this number was still open to be added or

reduced depending on the consideration of the need for representation in parliament. The

determination of the 550 districts was divided based on the representation of the

administrative area and the representation ofvoters as follows:

In the determination ofregional representation, it is regulated that each district or city

514 Disricts/ Cities550 36 Districts total voters

is represented at least by one so that the dishict or is determined

to be one electoral dishict. For the addition of electoral dishicts, the authors determined 36

seats in the district/city axea that has the highest number of voters in lndonesia

Determination of additions based on the order of total voters in each disticUcity. The

mechanism was the total voters in all diskicts/cities was registered aod sorted, then

determined using the divisor method, namely the calculation method based on the highest

average nrunber. In this determination, the author adopted the method of determining

additional districts using the Sainta Iague model of seat division, narnely the number of

voters in the district/city divided by the divisor number (BP), namely l, 3, 5, and so on, then

filtered the highest number of 36 disticts/citia to get additional districts in the general

election.

a7 Mubammad Asfar, 'Modet-Model Sistem Pemilihan Di Indonesia, Pusat Studi Demokrasi Dan HAM
Bekerjasama pgagrn Padnership for Governance Reform In Indonesia' (2002).[8G181.
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Conclusion

The presidortial government system in Indooesia needs to be strengthened by

encouraging the fonnation of majority democracy through changes in general election

system from an open proportional eledoral system to a plurality-majority (disEict) general

election system to facilitate the president to implement policies with support from majority

party in parliament.

The implementation of the phuality-majority (dishicQ system could be started from the

action of DPR and the Govemment in determining the number of seats in the DPR RI as the

basis for determining the number of disficts. The author proposes 550 electoral dishicts, and

this number is still open to be increased or decreased according to the need ofrepresentation

in parliament.

Each district and city is represented by at least ooe representative as an electoral

district. Therefore, there are 514 districts based on the number ofdistricts and cities. Then

added 36 seats from district/city with the highest number of voters in Indonesia. The number

of addition is determined by the order of total voters in each diskict/city (highest average)

added to several electoral districts so that the distict/city area is divided into several

districts.
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